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“The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them,
O LORD, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.” Psalm 12:6-7

THE DEAN BURGON SOCIETY, INC., proudly takes its name in honor of John William Burgon (1813-1888), the Dean
of Chichester in England, whose tireless and accurate scholarship and contribution in the area of New Testament Textual
Criticism; whose defense of the Traditional Greek New Testament Text against its many enemies; and whose firm belief in
the verbal inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible; we believe, have all been unsurpassed either before or since his time.
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Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. is President of the Dean Burgon Society. He has held that
position for 32 years. Under his leadership, the Dean Burgon Society has defended the
preserved Words of God and provided many publications to pastors, missionaries, and students
for study.

The “Majority Text” Refuted
Through Print On Demand, Dr. Williams has formatted and published Dr. Jack Moorman’s
excellent book, When the KJV Departs from the “Majority” Text. You should order a copy.
●
The Reason For This Book. Prior to the 1980's when Hodges and Farstad
published their edition of their so-called Greek “Majority” Text, this was the name which had
been given to the Greek Textus Receptus which underlies the King James Bible. Dr. Moorman
has given needed clarification to this important matter.
●
The Goal of This Book. One of the goals of this volume is to present the Biblical
arguments for God’s promise of verbal, plenary, preservation of His Hebrew, Aramaic,
and :Greek Words and His fulfillment of that promise. In addition, two “Majority” Texts are
examined; Von Soden’s defective work is disclosed; over 900 pages of manuscript digest is
listed; and 1 John 5:7-8 is established.
●
The Name of This Book. The title of the book is When the KJV Departs From the
“Majority” Text. The c. 414 manuscripts used for proof are not a “majority” of the over 5,555
manuscripts in existence today. Of the 1,800 MT differences with the TR, only about 1/3rd
depart from the wording of the KJV.
●
The Usefulness of This Book. This book should prove useful to one who seeks to
find the specific differences between the MT and the TR as well as to find the manuscript
authority for the Words underlying the King James Bible. The five pages of “Index of Words
and Phrases” helps greatly. The book may be purchased from Bible For Today for $20.00 plus
$7.00 S&H. There is a discount for two or more books. Place your order by contacting the
groups below (see page 23).
Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D.
President of the Dean Burgon Society, Incorporated,
Director of the Bible For Today, Incorporated, and
Pastor of the Bible For Today Baptist Church
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NEW PRICES

At the Annual Meeting of the DBS, the Executive Committee voted to place the remaining hardcover
books in storage on sale. This is in response to several changes the DBS is making in publishing their
books. In the future, DBS will publish books by print-on-demand (POD). This will eliminate many
administrative problems such as storage. The POD books will be perfect bound (paperback). So, if you
would like case bound (hardcover) books, now is the time to purchase them at a discount before they
are gone. When they are gone, the DBS does not plan to print hardcover books at present or in the
future. Below is a chart with the sale price for single copies of the remaining hardcover books
COMPARED to the price of POD books. Contact: 1-800-JOHN 10:9, or go to www.biblefortoday.org.

TITLE

SALE PRICE (up to 75%
OFF CURRENT DBS
PRICE)
CASEBOUND (HARDCOVER)

POD PRICE
This will be the regular future
price of
Perfect Bound Books

The Last Twelve Verses of Mark

$3.75 NEW PRICE

$22.00

The Revision Revised

$6.25 NEW PRICE

$29.00

SOLD OUT

$20.00

$6.25 NEW PRICE

$29.00

The Causes of Corruption of the
Traditional Text

SOLD OUT

$20.00

Forever Settled

SOLD OUT

$20.00

A Guide to the Textual Criticism of
the New Testament

$2.75 NEW PRICE

$15.00

8000 Differences Between the N.T.
Greek Words of the KJB and Modern
Versions

$5.00 NEW PRICE

$27.00

Verbal Plenary Preservation of the
Bible

No hardcover books available

$15.00

The Oxford Debate

No hardcover books available

$10.00

Scrivener’s Annotated Greek NT

$17.50 (hardback)(50% off)

LEATHER SOLD OUT

Why The DBS Deserves Its Name

$1.25 (paperback) NEW PRICE

$10.00

The Traditional Text of the Holy
Gospels
Inspiration and Interpretation

DBS REGIONAL MEETINGS
The DBS is willing to hold Regional Meetings around the US and in other nations. However,
the host church will need to pay all of the expenses of the speakers, which may include
travel expenses, lodging, and meals. For regional meetings, three to four speakers is
normal. A regional meeting is scheduled normally on Monday and Tuesday afternoons and
evenings. In addition, the DBS live-streams meetings around the world. It will require the
host church to provide the internet connection plus the expenses of our excellent
computer specialist and technician, Dan Waite. He will need to rent a van to bring the
necessary equipment for the live-streaming. Email us at: pastor@biblefortoday.org if you
are interested,
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AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE
Dean Burgon Society Annual Conference 2011
The Four Hundredth Anniversary of the King James Bible
Make plans now to attend the 33rd annual meeting of the Dean Burgon Society. The
theme of this years conference is the four hundredth anniversary of the King James
Bible. The date for the meeting is July 27-28, 2011. The place
is Collingswood, New Jersey. This is a meeting you do not
want to miss. Please arrange your schedule to be there in
person.

The Bible Presbyterian
Church of Collingswood,
NJ and their Pastor, Dr.
Christian Spencer, will be
hosting the July 27-28,
2011 Dean Burgon Society Meeting. Dr. Spencer is an Advisory Council member of the Dean
Burgon Society. The church and Dr. Spencer have extended a sincere and warm welcome to
the Dean Burgon Society in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ. The Bible Presbyterian Church has
facilities to accommodate hundreds of individuals. We
pray that the Annual Meeting in 2011 will be well
attended by individuals from around the world.
Dr. D. A. Waite, the Dean Burgon Society’s
President for 33 years, will be the moderator of the
meeting. We will place a list of the message topics in
the next issue of the DBS eNEWS.
Dr. D. A. Waite.

Dr. Christian Spencer

To view the 2010 conference please follow this link:
http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/Videos/dbs2010.htm
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MESSAGE TOPICS
DBS ANNUAL MEETING 2011
1. English Translations Leading to AV1611
2. Translators of the AV
3. Translation Methods and Principles
4. Spiritual, Educational and Language Levels of AV Times
5. English History, Royalty and King James
6. History of the TR
7. History of the Masoretic Text
8. Other Languaged Bible Consulted
9. Problems of Language Translations for the KJV
10. Standard of excellence Internationally Set by the KJV
11. Reasons Why the KJV is Not Inspired
12. The Superiority of the KJV Over Other English Bibles
13. The Flawlessness of the KJV
14. Is the KJV Under Copyright? Why?
15. Differences in the Cambridge, Oxford, Nelson etc. in English Editions
16. History of AV in Colonial Days…Including Congress’ Printing Such
17. Gradual Acceptance of AV as Supreme
18. Roman Catholic Attempt to block the AV, Replace, Change, etc
19. Enemies of the KJV
20. 400 Years of KJV Influence
21. Nature and Extent of KJV Revisions: 1611-1769
22. Historical Battle for Scriptures in the Common Vernacular
23. Doctrinal and Practical Results of the KJV vs. Other Bibles
24. Linguistic Superiority and Beauty of the KJV
25. Danger of an Inspired KJV Position
26. The Preface from the Translators to the Readers
27. The KJB in 2011
28. Should We Throw Out The Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek That Underlie the KJB
29. History of Revival, Missions, Bible Schools, Bible societies etc. from KJV
Influence
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PLEASE CONSIDER PLACING A LINK
ON YOUR WEBSITE
TO THE DEAN BURGON SOCIETY:
http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/
The messages from the 32nd DBS Annual Conference are available on two DVD’s
for $20.00 + S&H from Bible For Today.
E-mail: DBS@DeanBurgonSociety.org or Phone: (856) 854-4452 or FAX: (856) 8542426

A QUOTE FROM DEAN BURGON
Dr. D. A. Waite said:
Dean Burgon held that the “Received Text” even in his day was “full 1550 years old” and
even “a vast deal older,” and He esteemed it “quite good enough for all ordinary purposes,
yet he sometimes made “appeal from it.” Dean Burgon wrote:
“For my own part, being fully convinced, like yourself, [writing to Bishop Ellicott,
the Chairman of the English Revised Version Committee of 1881] that essentially the Received Text is full 1550 years old,-(yes, and a vast deal older,)-I esteem it quite good enough for all ordinary purposes. And yet, so far am I from
pinning my faith to it, that I eagerly make my appeal from it to the threefold witDean Burgon ness of Copies, Versions, Fathers, whenever I find its testimony challenged” [Revision Revised, p. 392, as quoted from Burgon’s Warnings on Revision of the
Textus Receptus and The King James Bible, page 24, by Dr. D. A. Waite. This book by Dr. Waite is available from BFT
#804 for gifts to the BFT @ One for $14.00 + $7 S&P; Two at $12 each or $24 + $9 S&P; Five at $10 each or $50 +
$12 S&P. Order by PHONE: 1-800-JOHN 10:9 Order by FAX: 856-854-2464 Order by MAIL: Bible For Today
or Dean Burgon Society c/o 900 Park Avenue Collingswood, NJ 08108

DO NOT MISS THE NEW BOOKS
STARTING ON PAGE 24

Do Not Miss The Book Sale On The Previous Page 2
When They Are Gone, You Will Not See These Prices Again
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MORE 32nd DBS ANNUAL CONFERENCE PICTURES
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH JULY 14 - 15, 2010
PASTOR KIRK DIVIETRO, FRANKLIN, MA
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THE DBS INTERNET AUDIO, VIDEO AND DBS eNEWS
A. The Future Role of the Dean Burgon Society’s Internet Audio and Video Outreach.
Through the skill and help of Daniel Waite, our DBS treasurer, we have been able to video record, stream, and
post many of our audio and video messages on the Internet for others to hear and see. This phase of the DBS
outreach is growing rapidly. The messages are put on SermonAudio.com, which is heard all over the world.
Though this is a rather recent program, for example, for the month of July, 2010, the Dean Burgon Society had
the following statistics:
1.
Audio Messages.
As of July, 2010, there were 1,089 MP3 messages downloaded. There have been a total of
45,036 MP3 messages downloaded in all.
2.
Video Messages.
As of July, 2010, there were 2,780 videos downloaded. There have been a total of 27,395
videos downloaded in all.
3.
The Total Number of Messages on the Internet. As of July, 2010, there
were a total of 411 different messages on the Internet that can be listened to 24 hours a day
and 7 days a week.
4.
The Future Role and Outreach of the DBS Ministry in the USA and Around
the World. During July, 2010, at least one of our messages was downloaded in all 50 of our States. In the
same month, at least one of our messages was downloaded in a total of 47 foreign countries.
Please continue to pray for God’s leading in the entire ministry of the Dean Burgon Society around the
world!
B. Previous DBS News may be viewed at the DBS website. Since the beginning of the DBS, the
society has published articles and news that are important to the mission of the DBS on a regular basis. The
articles support the charge to members found in the Articles of Faith. You may view them in their entirety at
http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/DBS_Society/articles.htm. Initially, the DBS News (DBSN) was
published and mailed to individuals on our mailing list. You may view previous issues of the DBSN that go
back to January of 1979 at this web address: http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/idx_news_updates.htm
Over the last several years, the DBS has switched to an electronic version of the news called the DBS eNEWS.

C.

The Future Role of the Dean Burgon Society’s Monthly DBS eNEWS. This monthly tool is
being greatly used by the Lord. It is sent through the E-mail around the world. It is prepared each month by
the skilled Managing Editor, Dr. H. D. Williams, one of our DBS Vice Presidents. If you believe in our cause
and want to help us spread these truths, Please send us an E-mail with your E-mail address and regular
address and tell us that you would like to receive this DBS eNEWS every time it is published. I will see
you are placed on our E-mail list. We request that you send us as many E-mail addresses that you know
about, whether scores, hundreds, or even thousands. We must get our message out all around the world,
and this excellent DBS eNEWS is one of the best ways of doing this.
Names
Addresses
E-Mail Addresses
Phone Numbers
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Do Not Miss The Book Sale On Page 2
When They Are Gone, You Will Not See These Prices Again
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DBS 32nd ANNUAL MEETING 2010
Grace Baptist Church
Franklin, Massachusetts

View Video Messages From The 2010 32nd DBS Meeting
THE DBS WOMEN’S MEETING AND THE DBS MESSAGES MAY BE SEEN AT:

http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/Videos/dbs2010.htm
The DBS Conference Speakers and Topics were as follows:
1. Dr. Bob Barnett
2. Dr. David Bennett
3. Dr. David Brown
4. Dr. Kirk DiVietro
5. Dr. Bob Doom
6. James Grumblatt
7. Dr. Don Jasmin
8. Dr. Jack Moorman
9. Pastor Ken Rainey
10. Pastor J. Paul Reno
11. Mark Reno
12. Dr. Phil Stringer
13. Daniel Waite
14. Dr. D. A. Waite
15. Dr. H. D. Williams
16. Rob Winograd
17. Dr. Steve Zeinner
18. Dr. Christian Spencer

God's Truth To Me - The KJB
TR Facts Answered
The Crew Behind Modern Bible Versions
Cleaning-Up Hazardous Materials
Biblia Fidela--A Romanian TR
Christ Crucified
Defense of the Faith
Denials From Nine Independent Colleges
The Words God Gave
Sincerity
God's Words Are Pure Words
The Messianic Claims of Gail Riplinger
What Is Truth
Warnings About Gail Riplinger
Biblical Activism
Evolutionary Semantic Versions
Foreign Bible Translation & Distribution
An Important Invitation

Testimonies 1 Testimonies 2
Questions 1 Questions 2 Questions 3
The messages are available on two DVD’s for $20.00 + S&H from the Bible For Today.
E-mail: DBS@DeanBurgonSociety.org or Phone: (856) 854-4452 or FAX: (856) 854-2426
PLAN TO COME TO COLLINGSWOOD, NJ, HOME OF THE DBS AND BFT MINISTRIES FOR
THE 33RD ANNUAL DBS CONFERENCE , JULY, 27-28, 2011 AND THE 400TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Please Pray For Us: Click here to receive periodic prayer requests
concerning the upcoming 33rd DBS Annual Meeting in NJ.
Please start making plans now to attend the 33rd DBS Annual Meeting in Collingswood.
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[Editor’s Note: The following resolution of the Dean Burgon Society (DBS) was overwhelmingly
approved by the Executive Committee of the DBS and ratified by the Advisory Council. The resolution is
in response to a charge made from many people concerning the desires of the DBS.]

A RESOLUTION OF THE DEAN BURGON SOCIETY
By the Executive Committee of the Dean Burgon Society
June, 2010
Whereas some individuals have charged that the Dean Burgon Society (a.k.a. DBS) wanted in the past,
wants in the present, or intends in the future to change the Words of the 1769 Cambridge edition of the
King James Bible (KJB) and publish another English Bible version, and
Whereas a clause in section “A” of the Articles of Faith of the DBS concerning “The Bible,” which states
“although there might be other renderings from the original languages which could also be acceptable
to us today,” might be misunderstood or construed to imply an intention to change, add to, or subtract
from the KJB, the Executive Committee of the DBS categorically denies this characterization. The
clause is meant to reinforce the need for proper study of the Scripture by pastors, evangelists,
missionaries, and teachers in order to present the truth to a wayward world by consulting the
underlying Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words when needed
Therefore, Be It Resolved, that The Executive Committee of the DBS hereby states unequivocally that it
has never in the past, nor will it ever in the future consider or even contemplate (1) to change, add to, or
subtract from the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words underlying the King James Bible or (2) to
change, add to, or subtract from the most accurate and faithful English translation of the underlying
Words, the King James Bible. This includes the italicized words.
God has chosen to use and honour the KJB for 399 years. The KJB has played an unequalled role in
world evangelism. Thus, the DBS would not support any other organization that sought to change, add
to, or subtract from the KJB. This has been the singular position of the DBS since the establishment of
the society in 1978, thirty-two years ago.

Dean Burgon Society Articles of Faith
A. The Bible
We believe in the plenary, verbal, Divine inspiration of the sixty-six canonical books of the Old and the
New Testaments (from Genesis to Revelation) in the original languages, and in their consequent
infallibility and inerrancy in all matters of which they speak (2 Timothy 3:16-17; 2 Peter 1:21; 1
Thessalonians 2:13). The books known as the Apocrypha, however, are not the inspired Word of God in
any sense whatsoever. As the Bible uses it, the term "inspiration" refers to the writings, not the writers
(2 Timothy 3:16-17); the writers are spoken of as being "holy men of God" who were "moved,"
"carried" or "borne" along by the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:21) in such a definite way that their writings
were supernaturally, plenarily, and verbally inspired, free from any error, infallible, and inerrant, as no
other writings have ever been or ever will be inspired.
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We believe that the Texts which are the closest to the original autographs of the Bible are the
Traditional Masoretic Hebrew Text for the Old Testament, and the traditional Greek Text for the New
Testament underlying the King James Version (as found in "The Greek Text Underlying The English
Authorized Version of 1611").
We believe that the King James Version (or Authorized Version) of the English Bible is a true, faithful,
and accurate translation of these two providentially preserved Texts, which in our time has no equal
among all of the other English Translations. The translators did such a fine job in their translation task
that we can without apology hold up the Authorized Version of 1611 and say "This is the WORD OF
GOD!" while at the same time realizing that, in some verses, we must go back to the underlying original
language Texts for complete clarity, and also compare Scripture with Scripture.
We believe that all the verses in the King James Version belong in the Old and the New Testaments
because they represent words we believe were in the original texts, although there might be other
renderings from the original languages which could also be acceptable to us today. For an exhaustive
study of any of the words or verses in the Bible, we urge the student to return directly to the Traditional
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Traditional Received Greek Text rather than to any other translation
for help.
See Articles of Faith
[Editor’s note: The following article is Part 1 of a message delivered by Dr. Phil Stringer to the 32nd
Annual Conference of the DBS in 2010. Part 2 will be in the next issue of the DBS eNEWS. The message has
also been developed into a book format with additional material (see page 25). The book may be
purchased from the DBS at www.deanburgonsociety.org/ ]

The Messianic Claims
of
Gail Riplinger
“All for the Greater Glory of Gail”
by Dr. Phil Stringer
“The simple believeth every word; but the prudent looketh well to his going.” Proverbs 14:15
Messiah—“any long awaited liberator.” (Webster Illustrated Contemporary Dictionary, def. 3.)
Megalomania—“a mental disorder in which the subject thinks himself great or exalted.”
(Webster Illustrated Contemporary Dictionary.)
It is a shame that this monograph needs to be written. However, the circumstances demand it!
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THE GREAT DEBATE
A tremendous debate rages among independent Baptist circles over Bible translation. This influences mission
boards, Bible colleges, and printing ministries.
On the extremes of this debate are two positions concerning the source texts for Bible translation. One extreme is
the “Greek and Hebrew only” group. They believe that all Bible translation must be done directly from the Greek and
Hebrew languages.
Another extreme is the “English only” group. They believe that all Bible translation must be done directly from the
King James Bible.
This tension is seen in the reaction to the Spanish revision of the Spanish Bible headed up by Humberto Gomez. He
used three source texts: the 1602 revision Reina Valera Bible, the Greek and Hebrew Traditional Texts, and the King
James Bible. These were all diligently compared and studied in an effort to provide the most accurate possible Spanish
Bible.
The “Greek and Hebrew only” crowd have viciously attacked Humberto. Calvin George and some (but not all) of the
leadership of the Trinitarian Bible Society have vilified Dr. Gomez for using the King James Bible as a source text.
However, Gail Riplinger and most (but not all) of her supporters have attacked him aggressively because the King
James Bible was not his only source text.
This same scenario is taking place in many languages around the world. Genuine Bible translators should be able to
relate to a section of the famous poem, The Charge of the Light Brigade:
“Cannons to the right of them,
Cannons to the left of them,
Cannons in front of them”
No one is pushing this debate with greater fervor than author and Bible teacher, Gail Riplinger.
Both the King James translators and those that worked with William Carey used multiple source texts. The King
James Bible is the most successful Bible translation in the history of the world. Perhaps we could learn something from
their work.
The King James Bible translators wrote:
(as quoted by Gail Riplinger in Hazardous Materials,
p. 1019), “the original sacred tongues, together with comparing of the labours both of our own (previous English Bibles)
and other foreign languages (Chaldee, Syriac, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch) of many men who went before us.
There is a better way to do Bible translation—than either “Greek only” or “English only.” Use as many good source
texts as possible.
Perhaps something could be learned from the ministry of William Carey. Carey was a shoemaker, Baptist pastor,
Bible translator, and educator. Carey was born in 1761 and baptized in 1783. He went to India as a missionary in 1793.
He served 41 years without a furlough. He died and was buried in India in 1834. Carey studied at least one chapter of
the Bible every day in each of six languages: English, Koine Greek, Latin, French, German and Italian.
He has been called the Bengali Luther, the Wycliffe of the East, the Tyndale of our Time, the Polyglot of India, and a
Plodder for Christ. He is commonly known as the Father of Modern Missions. He has been called the greatest linguist
who ever lived.
He served as a Professor of Oriental Languages at a secular university (Fort William College, which became Calcutta
University). He also started a Bible college, a medical hospital, a leper hospital, and a Christian liberal arts university,
which accepted non-Christian students.
His mission teams translated the Bible into forty languages and dialects—seven complete Bibles and thirty-three
New Testaments. They also produced eight grammars and three dictionaries. Carey produced four translations himself
(Bengali, Hindi, Marathi and Sanskrit). He worked with other missionaries on translations and he supervised other
translation efforts. In all of these efforts, the advice and aid of nationals was incorporated.
Carey’s translation teams used any and all good sources available and usable by the translators. Greek and Hebrew
were used when possible. The King James Bible was always present. Earlier Indian translations were used in producing
later Indian translations.
Carey certainly accomplished more than any of the loud voices in the current debate. Maybe we should be learning
something from both the King James translators and William Carey.
Absurdities have arisen on both sides. In a June 2006 internet exchange, Calvin George castigated Mickey Carter,
and J. J. Ray and others for suggesting that hundreds of translations have been done from the King James Bible. He
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and his correspondents mocked Dr. Carter and the others for being uneducated and ignorant. One of the participants
called King James Bible believers “retards.”
Calvin George asserted that only four or five translations had been done from the King James Bible. In reality the
original statement that the King James Bible has been translated into hundreds of languages comes not from Dr. Carter
or J. J. Ray, but from Winston Churchill (History of the English Speaking Peoples, one volume, Commager edition, p.
160).
“It won an immediate and lasting triumph. Copies could be bought for as little as five shillings, and
even with the inflated prices of today can still be purchased for this sum. It superseded all other
versions. No new revision was deemed necessary for nearly three hundred years. In the crowded
emigrant ships which sailed to the New World of America, there was little room for baggage. If the
adventurers took books with them they took the Bible, Shakespeare, and later Pilgrim’s Progress, and
the Bible they mostly took with them was the Authorised Version of King James I. About ninety million
complete copies are thought to have been published in the English language alone. It has been
translated into more than 760 tongues. The Authorised Version is still the most popular in England and
the United States. This may be deemed James’ greatest achievement, for the impulse was largely his.
The Scottish pedant built better than he knew. The scholars who produced this masterpiece are mostly
unknown and unremembered. But they forged an enduring link, literary and religious, between the
English-speaking peoples of the world.”
I wish I knew where Churchill got his information! I wish I had a list of the translations he referred to. One thing that
I am sure of—he is no “King James retard.”
The “English only side” can also be absurd. One Riplingerite preacher recently preached that we don’t need to know
Greek and Hebrew because you can’t order pizza in Koine Greek or Masoretic Hebrew.
I consider myself an expert on ordering pizza. I have been doing it weekly for decades. However, I must confess that
there are more important issues in Bible study than pizza.
Unfortunately, Gail Riplinger has become a major figure in this debate. More than any other person, her personal
claims about herself figure into the nature of this debate.

MEGALOMANA ON STEROIDS
Listen to the claims that Gail Riplinger makes about herself:
“The reader is in for many surprises, some that will verge on riveting shock. Before this book, no
one had ever critically examined the authors of Greek and Hebrew study tools.” (Hazardous Materials,
p. 13)
That’s right! No one ever understood before Gail Riplinger. Without her, you would be forever ignorant.
“The worse mistake a reader could make would be to suppose that, because an author is not
mentioned in this book, his Greek or Hebrew study tools are safe. All tools have been examined and
ALL are corrupt.” (Hazardous Materials, p.37).
That’s right! Gail Riplinger has studied everything. She has not missed anything.
“That with which the reader may not agree or which the reader may not understand will be rectified
upon reading the entire book. All questions have been anticipated and are explained somewhere and in
detail. Assuming, ‘the author does not know or understand ‘something’ will only be possible if the entire
book is not read.” (Hazardous Materials, p. 40).
That’s right. Dr. Riplinger has anticipated all your questions. She has answered them all. It is not possible that the
author misunderstands anything.
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“Come feast with me at Jesus’ feet. Discover how the Holy Bible may be studied and its words
understood. . . This is the first book to unveil treasures in the Word of God, using tools from the new
field of computational linguists.” (In Awe of Thy Word, p. 6).
That’s right, no one knew these truths before Gail Riplinger. If you read her books, you are feasting at Jesus’ feet.
“This book is the first and only history of the Holy Bible based on a word-for-word and letter-byletter collection of ancient and early Bibles.” (In Awe of Thy Word, p. 7).
That’s right! No one understood the Bible before Gail Riplinger. When has anyone, male, or female, ever made such
claims about their work? All for the “Greater Glory of Gail!”

TRUST DR. RIPLINGER TO TELL YOU
WHAT THE GREEK MEANS!

“I have done all of the Greek work for the reader.” (Hazardous Materials, p. 42).
What a statement! Don’t do any research. Don’t check out anything for yourself. Gail Riplinger will tell you what the
Greek means. Trust her as your authority. What kind of a Baptist allows someone do all of their thinking for them? This
proclamation is all the stranger when you realize that Gail Riplinger does not know Greek.
In a May, 1994 radio interview with Dr. Wayne House, Dr. Riplinger was forced to admit that she cannot read Greek
or Hebrew. While she does not explicitly state in her books that she knows Greek or Hebrew, she makes many
statements that would make you think she is a Greek or Hebrew scholar. Just suspend your conscious mind. Gail
Riplinger will tell you what to think.
Dr. Riplinger’s claims are reminiscent of those of Charles Taze Russell, founder of the Jehovah’s Witnesses. He also
presented himself as the sole “interpreter” of the Greek. When he was exposed by Baptist pastor J. J. Ross, Russell sued
Pastor Ross for slander. The following exchange took place during the trial:
Question:
Answer:
Question:
Answer:
Question:
Answer:
Question:
Answer:
Question:
Answer:

(Attorney Staunton)—“Do you know the Greek alphabet?”
(Russell)—“Oh yes.”
(Staunton)—“Can you tell me the correct letters if you see them?”
(Russell)—”Some of them, I might make a mistake on some of them.”
(Staunton)—“Would you tell me the names of those on top of the page, page 447 I have
got here?”
(Russell)—“Well, I don’t know that I would be able to.”
(Staunton)—“You can’t tell what those letters are, look at them and see if you know?”
(Russell)—“My way. . . (he was interrupted at this point and not allowed to explain)
(Staunton)—“Are you familiar with the Greek language?”
(Russell)—“No.”
Walter Martin, Kingdom of the Cults, p. 43-4.

Pastor Ross was found not guilty of slander.
You can be sure that if Dr. Riplinger had any legitimate credentials in Greek and Hebrew, she would be loudly
trumpeting them. Anyone can claim to know Greek and Hebrew and demand that you trust them to tell you what the
Greek and Hebrew means. No wise person will believe them.
Gail Riplinger presents herself as a “new messiah” come to set Baptists free from the influence of Greek and Hebrew.
All for the “Greater Glory of Gail.”
Will you let someone do all of your thinking for you? What megalomania it takes to offer yourself as the one to do the
thinking for everyone!

IS GAIL RIPLINGER REALLY GOD’S SECRETARY?
In the January-February 1994 edition of the “End Times Victorious Living Prophecy Newsletter,” Gail Riplinger
stated:
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“Daily, during the six years needed for this investigation, the Lord miraculously brought the needed
materials and resources—much like the ravens fed Elijah. Each discovery was not the result of effort on
my part, but of the direct hand of God—so much so that I hesitated to even put my name on the book.
Consequently, I used G. A. Riplinger—God as author and Riplinger as secretary.”
That is an incredible statement in Baptist circles. It is literally a claim to divine inspiration. She further expands on
this claim. In “Testimony, Question and Answer” (tape of an interview), she explains her role as God’s secretary:
“I used to look out the window at the little old ladies and think, Oh, if I could rake the leaves or if I
could just get out of bed. But what God did over that period of six years—and I, and I said to the Lord, I
said, “Lord, you know I quit my job to, to do this research for you. Why would you put me in such an
incapacitated state where I can’t do research?” And the Lord showed me over a period of years, that it
wasn’t gonna be me and research and library, it was gonna be the Holy Spirit showing me things, and
He was gonna take me aside, just like He did Ezekiel—Ezekiel was on one side for a year and on
another side for a while, and he was dumb, and everything else. And the Holy Spirit was gonna do the
work and this was gonna be His book, and it wasn’t gonna be my book at some head, congnitive
research-type thing. It was gonna be something that He was gonna do. . .And, essentially, what would
happen I would lay in bed all day—not through laziness—I was, I couldn’t move, I couldn’t—I was in so
much pain, it was just, ah, it’s on the 50 on the Richter Scale with pain. And, so, ah, I’d lay in bed all day
and I’d be in so much pain.
Well, when you lay in bed all day you can’t sleep at night. And, so, He would, He would say to me
at about ten o’clock at night, He’d say (laughs), He’d say, “Well, get up and work on the book,” (laughs)
and I’d say, “no, I’m too sick (laughs).” And He’d say, “Get up and work on the book,” and I’d say,
“No.”—You see, we fought for 15 minutes every night for six years (laughs) and, ah, then after I told Him
I was too sick, He’d say, “you’re in too much pain to sleep, aren’t you?” and I said, “Yeah, I know,” and,
so, He said, “Well, get up and work on the book.” And, so I would always say, “I’m a woman and I don’t
think women should do this.” (laughs) and He goes, “Get up and work on the book!” And, so, He goes,
“Women make fine secretaries—that’s all we need here (laughs).” So, um—but every night for six years
we had this little fifteen-minute battle and I’d get up and I’d work on it, and I would sit there in that chair,
for six years. And I don’t know if you’ve ever been on a rollercoaster but you know how white your
knuckles are when you’re holding on for dear life, you know, because you think you’re gonna fall out.
Well, I was in so much pain that I would hold on with one hand to the chair—white knuckles—and in the
other hand I’m writing this book. And I’d sit there for the first—next—ten minutes and finally, I said, “This
is ridiculous, this is ridiculous (laughs).” I’d say, “Okay, Lord,” you know. And then the devil whispered
in my ear and he would tell me, “If you quit working on that book, if you throw away what you’ve found,
I’ll leave you alone and you won’t be in any pain.” And I said, “Get thee behind me, Satan. We’re going
forward with this thing.” You know. I said, “In the, ah, Inquisition, people put up with this kind of stuff,”
and I said, “I can put up with it (laughs) too.” . .And, so, for a period of six years, I worked on the book for
about six to eight hours a day, researching, collating.”
As of July 26, 2010, this recorded interview was still being sold on Gail Riplinger’s website.
This is a very amazing story with very specific claims. She claims that God inspired her just like He did Ezekiel. She
claims that she was just a secretary—the words were the Holy Spirit’s. She claimed a nightly conversation with God for
six years. She claims that Satan made a specific offer to heal her if she would stop serving as God’s secretary.
No wonder that Gail Riplinger often compares herself to the prophetess Deborah.
In 1993, Gail Riplinger debated James White on radio station KRAS. He challenged her on her bizarre “acrostic
algebra” (her own private form of numerology). Her only defense was, “The Lord gave that to me one night.” And then,
“The Lord gave me that formula.”
When you bring this up, Dr. Riplinger’s followers either try to change the subject or claim that she didn’t mean for her
words to be taken literally. However, you can’t ignore this. Her entire “ministry” is based upon her claim to be “God’s
Secretary.”
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Do you believe that Gail Riplinger actually heard the voice of God every night for six years? Did she hear a voice? Did
Satan directly speak to her? Was she inspired like Ezekiel? Her claims are very specific! They are crucial to her
“ministry.”
If she really had these supernatural conversations—was it really God that she heard? Demons delight in
impersonating ghosts, outer space aliens, gods, angels, the Holy Spirit, and God.
If Gail Riplinger didn’t hear voices nightly, then her entire ministry is a fraud. If she did hear voices—how do we
know that one of them was God (she claims that the other was Satan).
You can’t avoid this issue or hide from it. By definition, Baptists believe that the Bible is our sole authority. We don’t
believe that God speaks audibly to anyone today. Our only authority is the plain, clear statements of the Scripture.
Charismatics might believe such a story like Gail Riplinger’s (she used to attend an Assembly of God church), but
Baptists by definition, cannot. Dr. John Knapp has an interesting article on his counseling website. He describes the
physical effects on someone who tries to withdraw from the practice of Transcendental Meditation. According to Dr.
Riplinger’s testimony, she was a TM practitioner before she was converted. Among the side effects mentioned by Dr.
Knapp are:
“uncontrollable fatigue, sleeping during the day”
“insomnia”
“night-time hallucinations often described as visions”
“auditory and visual hallucinations”
Where have I heard this before? He also says that TM practitioners often experience multiple divorces. The first
question that anyone evaluating Gail Riplinger’s “ministry” must answer is this—“Do I believe her claims to divine
inspiration?” Is she really God’s secretary? Everything depends on this. You can either believe in Sola Scripture or you
believe in something more. Is Gail Riplinger really a modern-day Ezekiel or Deborah as she claims for herself? Is
everything really for the “Greater Glory of Gail?”
What kind of megalomania does it take to compare yourself to Deborah or Ezekiel? All for the “Greater Glory of Gail.”
Now you know why someone who has no training in Greek and Hebrew can consider herself the greatest living authority
on Greek or Hebrew. She is just “God’s secretary.” The words are God’s. Now you know. Gail Riplinger can offer new
doctrines. According to her, the words and the doctrine come from the Holy Spirit.
Interestingly, Gail Riplinger quotes King James on the subject of extra-Biblical revelations,
“Prophecies and visions are now ceased, all spirits that appear in these forms are evil.” (In Awe of Thy
Word, p. 577). Amen!

CLAIMS OF SUPERNATURAL VISITATIONS
It is common for religious teachers to claim supernatural visitations and communication. No one can count all the
religions and religious movements that have been started by such claims. Baptists (who by definition believe that the
Bible is the sole authority) reject all such claims of modern supernatural revelation. Baptists believe that such revelation
ended with the inspiration of the Book of Revelation.
Modernist Bible translator J. B. Phillips claimed that he was visited by the “ghost” of author
C. S. Lewis. In his book about Bible translation, Ring of Truth (p. 118-119) he claims:
“Many of us who believe in what is technically known as the Communion of Saints must have
experienced the sense of nearness, for a fairly short time, of those whom we love soon after they have
died. This has certainly happened to me several times. But the late C. S. Lewis, whom I did not know
very well and had only seen in the flesh once, but with whom I had corresponded a fair amount, gave
me an unusual experience. A few days after his death, while I was watching television, he ‘appeared’
sitting in a chair within a few feet of me, and spoke a few words which were particularly relevant to the
difficult circumstances through which I was passing. He was ruddier in complexion than ever, grinning
all over his face and, as the old-fashioned saying has it, positively glowing with health. The interesting
thing to me was that I had not been thinking about him at all. I was neither alarmed nor surprised nor, to
satisfy the Bishop of Woolwich, did I look up to see the hole in the ceiling that he might have made on
arrival! He was just there—‘large as life and twice as natural.’ A week later, this time when I was in bed,
reading before going to sleep, he appeared again, even more rosily radiant than before, and repeated to
me the same message, which was very important to me at the time. I was a little puzzled by this, and I
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mentioned it to a certain saintly bishop who was then living in retirement here in Dorset. His reply was,
‘My dear J—, this sort of thing is happening all the time.’”
Bible believers know how to respond to this claim of supernatural revelation. We do not believe that the ghost of C. S.
Lewis appeared to J. B. Phillips. There are three possible explanations for his story. Either a demon appeared to him
and falsely claimed to be C. S. Lewis (see I John 4:1-4), or Phillips was crazy as a loon, or he lied about the experience.
No matter which story you believe, Phillips is clearly not qualified to be a spiritual leader.
Oral Roberts claimed that a 90-foot high Jesus appeared to him and told hi that he must raise several million dollars
quickly or God would kill him. I do not know a single Baptist who believed him.
There are three possible explanations for his story. Either a demon deceived him, or he was crazy, or he lied to his
followers as part of a fund-raising scheme.
Mohammed claimed that angels appeared to him and dictated the teachings of the Koran to him. There are three
possible explanations for his story. Either he was misled by demons, he was crazy, or he was a fraud.
Charles T. Russell claimed to “hear” the voice of God speaking to him audibly. Based on what he learned from the
“voice of God,” he began the Jehovah’s Witness movement. Baptists don’t believe his story. There are three possible
explanations for his story. A demon spoke to him, or he was crazy, or he was a fraud.
Ellen G. White (Seventh Day Adventists) claimed that the Holy Spirit possessed her. Both Victor Paul Wierwille (The
Way) and Moses David Berg (The Children of God) claimed to audibly hear the voice of God. Joseph Smith (Mormons)
claimed that angels appeared to him. Both Aimee Semple McPherson and Kathryn Kuhlman claimed direct revelation
from God.
Bible-believing Baptists know how to respond to such claims. Either a demon deceived these people, or they were
crazy, or they were frauds. What is different about Gail Riplinger’s claims to divine revelation? Do you really believe she
is “God’s secretary?” Did God get by without a secretary for 2,000 years and then suddenly develop a need for one? Why
would he pick Gail Riplinger to play a role no one has played for 2,000 years? How do you distinguish between Gail
Riplinger and all the others who claim to be the agents of divine revelation?
Baptists, by definition, do not accept claims like those made by Gail Riplinger. Her entire ministry is based upon such
claims!
By the way, Dr. Riplinger should not be blind to the possibility of demonic deception. Her second husband, Frank
Kaleda, (the one she began with in the “ministry,”) wrote a book about demonic deception called The Shining Ones.

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
Dr. Riplinger’s supporters claim that her “supernatural communications” are not the only basis for her “ministry.”
They point out her impressive academic qualifications. At first glance, the “about the author” section of her books looks
very impressive: college degrees, textbooks written and published, experience as a professor at Kent State University,
academic awards, etc.
Many pastors promote Gail Riplinger as a well-qualified linguist and historian. They talk about her training,
teaching, and experience in these areas. One website lists her as a Harvard professor. Several websites list her as a
graduate of Cornell and Harvard. At second glance, her “resume” is very, very vague. She allows her supporters to fill in
the blanks. Compare her resume to the “about the author” section of any other book. She is uniquely vague.
In reality, Mrs. Riplinger received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Interior Design in 1978. She received a Master of Arts
degree in Home Economics in 1980 and a Master of Fine Arts degree in 1983. All of these degrees are from Kent State
University.
Her six textbooks (which most pastors think dealt with linguistics and history) are as follows:
1. Restaurants: A Guide for Architects, Designers and Developers (published originally as her M.F.A. thesis,
1983).
2.

Plants & Interiors: Guide for Environmental Designers (publication year

not specified).

3.

Design Process: A Guide for Designers & Architects (published in 1983).

4.

Forms & Space Function: Beginning in Environmental Design (published in 1983).

5.

Visual Merchandising & Store Design (published in 1983).
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Offices: A Guide for Designers (published in 1982).

She never explains what her “post-graduate” work at Cornell or Harvard involved but she is not a graduate of either
school. She claims that her textbooks were accepted for publication by Prentice Hall (a very large textbook publisher),
but Prentice Hall never published any of them.
She mentions that she is in several editions of Who’s Who. She forgets to mention that anyone who is willing to pay
the fee can buy a listing in any of the Who’s Who publications. She mentions an invitation to participate in President
Reagan’s Citizen Ambassador Program. She forgets to mention that the program was available to any academic who was
willing to finance their own trip abroad.
Dr. Riplinger allows her supporters to misrepresent her qualifications. I wonder how many books she would have
sold if she had honestly listed her college degrees and textbooks written. I wonder how many Baptist pulpits she would
have stood behind if she had been open and transparent about her qualifications.
Gail Riplinger’s supporters claim that she is a linguistics expert. She describes herself that same way. In an interview
with the Action 60s program, she states:
“And, ah, so far as my background in linguistics, I taught English for three years, Ah, and in my
classes, it was English for the foreign born . . .none of which spoke one word of English, and I had to
teach them . . . the English language. So, of course, I became a linguistics expert after three years of
doing that.”
That’s right, Gail Riplinger thinks that three years experience in teaching English as a second language makes her an
“expert” in linguistics. I pastor in Chicago. There are many people who teach English as a second language—hundreds, if
not thousands. I know several. Not one of them would claim to be an expert in linguistics. To claim to be an expert with
such slender qualifications is really an advanced case of megalomania.
In a November 19, 2009 interview with a Baptist radio station, Dr. Riplinger claimed to be a teacher of “history and
linguistics.” She may be, but she is a teacher without any qualifications.
Dr. Riplinger is a self-appointed “scholar” and a “self-proclaimed” expert.

QUOTATIONS AND CITATIONS
Mrs. Riplinger’s followers are fond of saying that she has proved her positions through extensive documentation and
quotations. Actually, Dr. Riplinger is sometimes capable of very good research. If an idea of hers can be supported by the
facts, she will do an excellent job presenting the facts. There are chapters in her books with impressive ideas and
accurate documentation.
However, when her ideas cannot be supported by the facts, she presents her ideas anyway. She blatantly
misrepresents authors and the themes of their books. She routinely misquotes authors and manufactures quotes. This is
very obvious and has been documented in many places.
A favorite tactic of Dr. Riplinger is to quote someone and to offer several pages in different parts of a book as the
documentation for the quotation. She pieces different statements together as if they were one statement. Of course,
when she does this, she is always misrepresenting the person she is quoting. This is always improper and dishonest. She
would never do this if she could use a real quote. She never allows the facts to interfere with any of her ideas.
Her books are a mixture of brilliance, research, emotional ravings, self-serving theology, and downright fraud. It
takes a lot of time and research to figure out what is what in her books.

THE DISTINCTIVE DOCTRINES OF GAIL RIPLINGER
ONE—THE VERNACULAR TRANSLATIONS WERE ALL INSPIRED ON THE DAY OF
PENTECOST
Some of Dr. Riplinger’s followers have suggested that it is slander to claim that she teaches this but it is clear in her
books.
“The scriptural viewpoint of vernacular scriptures shows them as ‘Holy Ghost’ inspired and
concurrent with Greek scriptures, via Acts chapter 2. Paul, the one who penned much of the New
Testament said, ‘I speak with tongues more than ye all. . .’ (I Corinthians 14:18). As penman of much of
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the New Testament, the reason for his gift was obvious. His statement would lead to the conclusion that
Paul’s epistles would have been ‘inspired’ in numerous languages and he, as well as others, would have
had the gift to put the rest of the New Testament into all known languages of the day.” (Hazardous
Materials, p. 647).
“Paul said, ‘I thank my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all’
(I Corinthians 14:18). Why did Paul use tongues ‘more’ than any other man? He perhaps wrote most of
the books of the New Testament, using Greek, as well as penning editions in other languages as
needed.” (Hazardous Materials, p. 738).
“In Awe of Thy Word proved that the English Bible came directly from the gift of tongues which
provided ‘Holy Ghost’ inspired words and Bibles for those who spoke Gothic, Celtic, Latin, Greek,
Hebrew and the other languages.” (Hazardous Materials, p. 738).
“The Acts 2 ‘Scriptures in tongues’ as Wycliffe called them, were created directly by the Holy Ghost
and were not man-made translations from ‘the Greek.’ These ‘Scriptures’ would have quickly been
available in Latin, Coptic, Celtic, Ethiopic, Arabic, Hebrew and a myriad of other
languages.” (Hazardous Materials, p. 1095).
“Inspired vernacular Bibles, in a sense were born in Acts, chapter 2, when the Holy Ghost inspired
men to speak the language of every nation under heaven. Gothic, the great, great grandfather of
English was a major world language at the time of Christ and the apostles. Gothic benefitted from this
gift, by which the Holy Ghost superintended over the preaching of the word in all the world (Colossians
1:5-6) and the translation of the Scriptures ‘made known to all nations’ Romans 16:26.” (In Awe of Thy
Word, p. 34).
Would anyone, anywhere believe that Acts 2 refers to writing complete copies of the Scripture unless Gail Riplinger
told them that? Who has ever taught that before? In Acts 2:1-4, Dr. Riplinger finds a record of inspired complete Bible
manuscripts (from Genesis to Revelation) in all vernacular languages. Read Acts 2:1-4 for yourself:
“And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one place. And
suddenly there came a mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting. And there
appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them. And they were all filled
with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.” (Acts.
2:1-4)
There is no mention of a written manuscript in any language in the passage. Yet today, anyone who doesn’t believe
that Acts 2 refers to written manuscripts in all the vernacular languages is called a liberal by the Riplingerites. Do you
really believe that God gave complete copies of the Bible in all vernacular languages on the Day of Pentecost? Is this
really a fundamental of the faith?

TWO—THE KING JAMES BIBLE IS A DICTIONARY
According to In Awe of Thy Word, p. 1095, Dr. Riplinger claims that the King James Bible translators taught that the
King James Bible was a dictionary. Read the Translators Preface for yourself and see if you find any such claim.
Of course, the King James Bible never claims to be a dictionary. No one would know it was a dictionary or how to use
it as a dictionary unless they bought books sold by Mrs. Riplinger. Can you imagine what her bank account would be like
if she could persuade everyone of this? According to Mrs. Riplinger and her followers, no one can effectively study the
Bible without her books. This sounds much like the claims of Charles Taze Russell and Ellen G. White.

THREE—IT IS A SIN TO STUDY THE BIBLE IN GREEK AND HEBREW
Of course, it is true that the Bible never commands us to study the Bible in the original languages. Those who teach
that it must be studied in the Greek and Hebrew are adding to the Scripture. It is also true that the Bible never forbids
study in the original languages. Gail Riplinger adds to the Scriptures when she attacks the study of Greek and Hebrew.
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Throughout the ages there have been many great servants of the Lord who never learned Greek or Hebrew. There
have also been many great servants of the Lord who profited from studying the Scriptures in Greek and Hebrew.
It is God who chose to originally give the Scriptures in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. He did not ask for Gail
Riplinger’s permission. To take either extreme position is to say something about the Bible that it never says about itself.

FOUR—THE PRESERVATION OF SCRIPTURE IS A POWERLESS DOCTRINE
Read what the Scripture says about its own preservation. God’s preservation of the Scriptures is an extension of His
sovereign power.

FIVE—THE CONTINUAL RE-INSPIRATION OF THE KING JAMES BIBLE
Because Mrs. Riplinger has a weak definition of inspiration, she thinks that inspiration must take place continually.
She defines inspiration as the power of the Holy Spirit rather than the giving of the very words by the Holy Spirit. She
does not understand that the power of the Holy Spirit is inherently in the preserved words of God.
Anyone who doesn’t believe these new doctrines of Gail Riplinger is attacked as a modernist and a heretic. In her book
Traitors, she questions the salvation of anyone who doesn’t believe these doctrines.
Interestingly, several preachers who support Dr. Riplinger have written books, preached sermons and published
articles on the King James Bible issue. Before the last three years none of these publications contained any of these
doctrines which are now considered fundamentals of the faith. Apparently, all these preachers used to be modernists
themselves.

WHY IS GAIL RIPLINGER SO POPULAR?
I would suggest two reasons for the “Gail Riplinger craze!”
First, she has plugged into a real, genuine concern about the abuse of Greek and Hebrew language study. Many
preachers and teachers use supposed “Greek and Hebrew expertise” to correct the English Bible. Some seem to think
that this is the definition of Bible teaching.
The proper use of Greek and Hebrew is to help one understand the English Bible. Many people are deeply troubled
about the misuse of Greek and Hebrew. Gail Riplinger has tapped into this genuine concern about a real problem. Greek
and Hebrew can be abused and this is done so regularly.
Secondly, many people have a desire to tap into secret knowledge that makes them feel special. This fills people
with pride—and it also blinds them to reality!
“I’m more King James Bible than you are!” is a favorite game today. Gail Riplinger gives you the chance to believe
that you are privy to some secret knowledge that makes you more special than the people around you.
We would all do well to learn something from the legitimate concerns about the misuse of Greek and Hebrew.
However, we would do well to remember that there is no special exalted position in being a follower of Gail Riplinger or
any other human leader. It may all be for the “Greater Glory of Gail” for some but for true King-James-Bible believers it
is all about the “Greater Glory of Jesus.”
Riplinger’s megalomania feeds the needs of other people for self-esteem.

A FEMALE THEOLOGIAN
Some of Gail Riplinger’s defenders claim that she is not a female theologian, but rather a linguist and/or a historian.
Really! She exegetes specific verses of Scripture (that is called teaching). She formulates doctrinal positions (that is
called teaching). She demands that the entire independent Baptist movement follow her new insights (that is called
usurping authority.) She not only does this in writing, she does this from the pulpits of independent Baptist churches.
See I Timothy 2:11-12. If Gail Riplinger is not a female theologian, then there is no such thing.
Her followers must stop criticizing women preachers or female theology professors. They are not doing anything that
Gail Riplinger is not doing (see I Corinthians 14:34-35). Gail Riplinger appears to be the first female theologian in the
history of Baptists. She is actually more than a theologian, she claims to have brand new information from God—
information that no believers before her ever had. Information that no one can have without Gail Riplinger.
Gail Riplinger has no qualifications as a linguist. You would assume from the statements she makes that she was an
expert in Greek and Hebrew. She has been forced to admit that she does not know these languages. Gail Riplinger is
uneven as a historian. At times she provides some valuable information. Sometimes she presents spurious information.
Sometimes she just gets it wrong.
If Gail Riplinger were only operating as a linguist and a historian she would not get 1% of the attention that she gets
now. If a man was saying the exact same things in a fundamental Baptist Church that Gail Riplinger is saying, everyone
would call him a Bible teacher.
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The Kingdom of the Cults by Walter Martin is well known as a Bible college textbook. I have used it as a professor in
four different colleges. On pages 249-250, Martin offers this warning:
“It should be remembered that the Apostle Paul strictly enjoined the Christian Church to forbid
women to usurp the authority of her male head, and leadership roles should more properly be filled by
men where available to meet this need:
Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp
authority over the man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not
deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the transgression (I Timothy 2:11-14).
It can be clearly seen from the study of non-Christian cults, ancient and modern, that the female teaching ministry
has graphically fulfilled what Paul anticipated in his day by divine revelation, and brought in its wake, as history tell us,
confusion, division and strife. This is true from Johanna Southcutt to Mary Baker Eddy to Helena Blavatsky and the Fox
sisters, all of whom were living proof of the validity of our Lord’s declaration that ‘if the blind lead the blind, both shall
fall into the ditch.’” (Matthew 15:14b).
[Editor’s Note: The remainder of Dr. Stringer’s article will be in the next issue of the DBS eNEWS, number 100.]
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The DBS eNews cannot feature very many books in this small space. There are hundreds of
excellent books and articles that can help you in your studies at the following links:
Dean Burgon Society.org

Bible For Today.org

FEATURED BOOKS
NEW BOOKS
(On the pages to follow)

SEVERAL BRAND NEW BOOKS ON THE NEXT FEW PAGES
The books to follow may be ordered from:
(1) www.DeanBurgonSociety.org,
(2) www.BibleForToday.org,
(3) by clicking on the book which will take you to Amazon, or you may also type the name of
the book into the Amazon search engine.
(4) or by calling 1-800-John 10:9 (1 800-564-6109)

DO NOT MISS THE BOOK SALE ON PAGE 2.
ONCE THE BOOKS ARE GONE, THERE WILL BE
NO MORE CASEBOUND (HARDBACK) BOOKS.
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This book is a 344 page perfect bound book. It is a critical response to “From the Mind of God
to the Mind of Man” (FTMOG). The work is organized in Chapters that correspond to the book
(FTMOG) being evaluated. Quotes from FTMOG are followed by corresponding “Comments” by the
writer/compiler of this work. FTMOG deserves a lot of criticism. The authors of FTMOG have
undertaken to form a Committee that is a self-proclaimed authority on the subject of Textual Criticism.
However, the research and reasoning behind its arguments fall far short of good scholarship. The writers
have not taken into account the scholarly works of Dean John William Burgon. Therefore, the late Dean
Burgon is quoted extensively in relation to their statements concerning Westcott and Hort’s ‘canons’ of
Textual Criticism.
The author of this work, Frank Crawford, is a professional petroleum geologist who
demonstrates his attention to detail and his command of the subject matter. Every individual who desires
to understand the failure of the book, FTMOG, that came out of Bob Jones University and modernism/
postmodernism should have Brother Crawford’s book in their library.
The book many be purchased from Bible For Today for $20.00 plus S & H. You may place your
order by:
Mail: 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
Phone: 856-854-4452
Fax: 856-854-2464
Orders: 1-800-JOHN 10:9
E-mail: bft@biblefortoday.org

It is also available on Amazon. Click here to order
from Amazon..

This is a book by the noted author and manuscript scholar, Dr. J. A. Moorman. Dr. D. A. Waite wrote:
 The Reason For His Book: Prior to the 1980’s when Hodges and Farstad published their edition of
their so-called Greek “Majority” Text, this was the name which had been given to the Greek Textus
Receptus which underlies the King James Bible. Dr. Moorman has given needed clarification to this
important matter.
 The Goal Of This Book: One of the goals of this volume is to present the Biblical arguments for
God’s promise of verbal, plenary, preservation of His Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words and His
fulfillment of that promise. In addition, two “Majority” Texts are examined. Von Soden’s defective
work is disclosed, over 90 pages of manuscript digest is listed, and 1 John 5;7-8 is established.
 The Name of This Book. The title of the book is “When the KJV Departs From the “Majority”
Text.” The c. 414 manuscripts used for proof are not a “majority” of the over 5,555 manuscripts in
existence today. Of the 1,800 MT differences with the TR, about 1/3rd depart from the wording of
the KJV.
 The Usefulness of This Book: This book should prove useful to one who seeks to find this specific
differences between the MT and the TR as well as to find the manuscripts authority for the Words
underlying the King James Bible. The five pages of “Index of Words and Phrases” helps greatly.
The book many be purchased from Bible For Today for $20.00 plus S & H. There is a discount for two or
more books. You may place your order by:

Mail: 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
Phone: 856-854-4452
Fax: 856-854-2464
Orders: 1-800-JOHN 10:9
E-mail: bft@biblefortoday.org

It will be available on Amazon shortly.
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The First 200 Questions Answered
By Dr. D. A. Waite

Real Questions From Real People With Real Answers

●

Order by PHONE:
1-800-JOHN 10:9
Order by FAX:
1-856-854-2464
Order by MAIL:
Dean Burgon Society
or Bible For Today
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ
08108

The Reason For This Book. Though other writers have written books giving their
answers to many questions, I thought another such book might be in order. Some of the answers are
not in other books. Some questions are answered differently than others have answered them.
● The Goal of This Book. The goal has been to give to the readers some explanation of what
our Bible For Today ministry believes on a number of important topics. Many of our friends do not
know what we believe and where we stand on a number of questions. This book will inform them
fully about these matters.
● The Name of This Book. The title of the book, “The First 200 Questions Answered by Dr.
D. A. Waite” implies that this might be just the beginning in a series of works. This might be true,
depending on what happens in future days.
 The Usefulness of This Book. As you can see, unlike many books, this book has an
elaborate seven page “Index of Words and Phrases.” Because of this, the reader can look up any
subject they wish to look into and find it without difficulty. Some of the entries might seem trivial
and unnecessary, but that depends on what is being searched. It is hoped that this index will make
this book a more useful tool than without it. If there are topics not discussed that you would like to
read about, perhaps they will be included in the next 200 questions.
BFT 3309-01 One for $14.00 + $7 S&P; Two at $12 each or $24 + $9 S&P; Five at $10 each or
$50 + $12 S&P. Click here to order from Amazon

NEW BOOK
The Second 200 Questions Answered
Answered By Dr. D. A. Waite-Real Questions From Real People With Real Answers


Order by PHONE:
1-800-JOHN 10:9
Order by FAX:
1-856-854-2464
Order by MAIL:
Dean Burgon Society
or Bible For Today
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ
08108

The Reason For This Book. Though other writers have written books giving their answers to many questions, I thought another such book might be in order. Some of these answers
are not in other books. Some questions are answered differently than others have answered
them.

The Goal of This Book. The goal has been to give to the readers some explanation of
what our Bible For Today ministry believes on a number of important topics. Many of our
friends do not know what we believe and where we stand on a number of questions. This book
will inform them fully about these matters. The next two hundred questions (#201--#400) are
answered.

The Name of This Book. By the title of the book, “The Second 200 Questions Answered
by Dr. D. A. Waite”, it implies that it is the second of a series. This is true. The first book answered question #1 to #200.

The Usefulness of This Book. As you can see, unlike many books, this book has an
elaborate seven page “Index of Words and Phrases.” Because of this, the reader can look up any
subject they wish to look into and find it without difficulty. Some of the entries might seem trivial and unnecessary, but that depends on what is being searched. It is hoped that this index will
make this book a more useful tool than without it. If there are topics not discussed that you
would like to read about, perhaps they will be included in the next 200 questions.
www.BibleForToday.org BFT 3473 ISBN #1-078-56848-070-1 This book is BFT #3473 for gifts
to the BFT @ One for $14.00 + $7 S&P; Two at $12 each or $24 + $9 S&P; Five at $10 each or
$50 + $12 S&P.
Order by PHONE: 1-800-JOHN 10:9
Click HERE to order from Amazon
Order by FAX: 856-854-2464
Order by MAIL: Bible For Today or Dean Burgon Society
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
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A preliminary edition of this book, “The Messianic Claims of Gail Riplinger was sent
out to a few individuals. What follows are some of the comments that Dr. Stringer received.
The emails are on file.
“Thanks for the information...Unfortunately, I fear many of our fundamental Baptist
brethren have been influenced by the teachings [Riplinger] apparently espouses…This is
certainly an issue that is having a serious impact on independent Baptists and one that I believe Satan is using to undermine anyone who holds to the King James Version as the preserved Word of God in the English language.”
“Glad to see that people are wise to Riplinger’s heresy. I haven’t been King James Only
for over a decade now but even when I was, Riplinger sent my “crazy radar” way off the
charts.”
Order by PHONE:
1-800-JOHN 10:9
Order by FAX:
1-856-854-2464
Order by MAIL:
Bible For Today
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108

“I do not generally forward email to you men on my quote list, but I found this recent
article by Dr. Phil Stringer sent to me on Gail Riplinger to be outstanding.”
“I know it’s hard to take these stands. If I were in a fight, I would count it an honor to
be back to back with you my brother.”
“Amazing. I appreciate your work and admire your steadfastness and conviction on
this issue. I am glad you are my friend.”

This book is available for $10.00 from Bible For Today. Click here to order from
Amazon.

A WARNING!! On Gail Riplinger’s KJB & Multiple Inspiration HERESY”.

Order by PHONE:
1-800-JOHN 10:9
Order by FAX:
1-856-854-2464
Order by MAIL:
Bible For Today
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108

●
The Reason For This Book. This book is the result of Gail Riplinger’s writing a
61-page book entitled “TRAITORS.” In her book, she lists at least thirteen names, beginning
with Dr. and Mrs. Waite, D. A. Waite, Jr., and ten other people plus some organizations.
●
The Goal of This Book. The goal of this book is to clear up, as much as possible,
the many, many false and untrue statements made by Gail Riplinger in her “TRAITORS”
book. Since she does not single out the ones to whom this title applies, it is to be assumed
that she has applied it to all people and groups she mentions.
●
The Name of This Book. By the title of the book, “A WARNING on Gail
Riplinger’s KJB & Multiple Inspiration HERESY,” there is a setting forth of Gail
Riplinger’s HERESY view of the verbal plenary inspiration of the King James Bible and
other Bibles as well.
●
The Usefulness of This Book. As you can see, unlike many books, this book
has an elaborate eighteen-page “Index of Words and Phrases.” Because of this, the readers
can look up any subject they wish to look into and find it without difficulty. Of special
interest is Gail Riplinger’s HERESY that verbal plenary inspiration rests not only with the
King James Bible, but with other Bibles as well since Acts 2. The “Index” will help to point
this out clearly.
Getting A Copy of This Book. Request a free PDF copy or a 134-page printed book as BFT
#3464 @ $13.00 + $7.00 S&H.; Two at $11 each or $22 + $9 S&P; Five at $9 each or

$45 + $12 S&P. Click here to order from Amazon..
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A CRITICAL ANSWER TO JAMES PRICE’S KING JAMES ONLYISM
BY D. A. WAITE, Th.D., Ph.D.
The Book Refuted.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book is called a critical answer to King James Onlyism: A New
Sect. The author is Dr. James D. Price who was formerly a Professor at Temple Baptist Seminary
in Chattanooga, Tennessee, from 1972 to 2005.
The Positions Explained. Price has taken a false position in two areas: (1) a disbelief in
the preservation of the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words, and (2) a strong opposition to
those who maintain this position. He refers to them as "King James Only." This is a slanderous
term implying those who believe the first area are Ruckmanites on the KJB.
In this book, I have made COMMENTS on 225 of Price's
The Purpose Revealed.
STATEMENTS. I believe this is important because of the outlandish manner in which Price has
repeatedly used clear inaccuracies and falsehoods in his book.
The Further Study. The reader is encouraged to get three of my other books answering
similar arguments on Bible versions and Bible preservation: (1) Fundamentalist Deception on Bible Preservation (BFT #3234 @ $8.00 + $4.00 S&H; (2) Bob Jones University's Errors on Bible
Preservation (BFT #3259 @$8.00 + $4.00 S&H); and (3) A Critical Answer to Michael Sproul's
God's Word Preserved (BFT #3308 @ #11.00 + $4.00 S&H). Learn to discern in this current battle
for our Bible.
 This book is BFT #3375 BK @ $15.00. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.
 Order from: Bible For Today:
900 Park Avenue, Collingswood, NJ 08108
Phone: 856-854-4452; Fax: 856-854-2464; Orders: 1-800-JOHN 10:9
E-mail: bft@biblefortoday.org

A NEW ITEM
The 2 DVD’s Of The DEAN BURGON SOCIETY’S
32ND ANNUAL MEETING
At Grace Baptist Church, Franklin, MA
July 14-15, 2010
● Here are 2 DVD’s which give the messages from the 32nd Annual Meeting of the
Dean Burgon Society (DBS). They were held July 14-15, 2010, at the Grace
Baptist :Church in Franklin, MA. Dr. Kirk DiVietro was our host pastor
● There are 18 messages in these 2 DVD’s from the DBS leaders. In addition to that,
at the end of the second DVD, there is recorded the two-hour meeting of the DBS
Women.
● All of these messages from the meeting were streamed live throughout the world
by means of Internet streaming, made possible by Daniel Waite, the DBS treasurer.
● You can view the speakers and their messages FREE by clicking HERE.
● If you wish, you can order the DVD’s of these meetings as BFT #3476DV1-2 @
$20.00 + $5.00 S&H. Call 856-854-4452 with your credit card to order, or order online
at
● BFT 3476 This DVD set is BFT #3476 for gifts to the BFT @ One for $20.00 + $5
S&P; Two at $18.00 each or $36 + $7 S&P; Five at $15 each or $75 + $9 S&P● Order
by PHONE: 1-800-JOHN 10:9 or Order by FAX: 856-854-2464 or Order by
MAIL:
Bible For Today or Dean Burgon Society
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
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This book, Husband-Loving Lessons, by Yvonne S. Waite is a necessary addition to our list of books
to help stem the massive tide of divorce, adultery, sexual misunderstandings, fornication, and rampant pregnancies out of wedlock. Ministries are not immune to these sins. Every pastor, missionary,
evangelist, teacher, and library should have copies of this book. I wish that the book had been available when I was practicing medicine to give to my patients getting married or newly wedded. Below
are just two comments from others about this book. In Christ, H. D. Williams, M.D., Ph.D.

THIS BOOK IS A MARRIAGE SAVER
A few years ago, my husband and I were eating in a nearby restaurant. As we sat there, a
woman kept looking at me. She was with her husband. Soon she asked if I were Mrs. Waite. She
said she knew me from the past. While pointing at me, she turned to her husband and said,
“HONEY, THIS IS THE WOMAN WHO SAVED OUR MARRIAGE!”
It turned out that she had been in one of the HUSBAND LOVING CLASSES which had
been held in one of the homes in South Jersey many years ago.
The other day, one of our HUSBAND-LOVERS met me in the SUPER MARKET. She
happily said: “Oh, Vonnie, Vonnie, it’s working!” I was thrilled to think that after six lessons she
could see changes in her marriage.
It is available from Bible For Today for $20.00 plus S &H with a discount for multiple copies. Click
here. It will be available on Amazon shortly.

This book is about Gnosticism published by Bible For Today Ministries. It is an in depth look at the false
religion(s) of the Gnostic and their influence. This book demonstrates how the Gnostic philosophy and
corruption of Christian theology spilled over into the 'New Versions of the Bible.'
This book is available from Bible For Today. BFT #3397 $20.00. Available on Amazon by clicking
HERE.
www.DeanBurgonSociety.org. BFT #3397
www.BibleForToday.org

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

The Superior Foundation of the King James Bible
By D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D.
The Background of This Booklet. The idea for this booklet came from my book, Defending The King
James Bible (BFT #1594 @ $12.00 + $4.00 S&H). In this book, I point out four superiorities of the King
James Bible: It has (1) superior texts, (2) superior translators, (3) superior translation technique, and (4)
superior theology. I have simply taken point #1 and edited it for printing here.
The Need For This Booklet. One of the most important parts of the battle for the real Bible in our time
is the answer to the question: Which Old Testament Hebrew and Aramaic Words and which New
Testament Greek Words are we to use as the basis for all our translations? Since there are so many
viewpoints on this, there is a drastic need to discuss the problem in detail.
The Purpose of This Booklet. In this booklet, I attempt to meet the need to talk about this matter and to
give my reasons why I believe that the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words underlying the King James
Bible are the only Words that should be used as the basis for Bible translations. Though it is a complex
subject, I hope I might make it clear to the readers.
The Use of This Booklet. I will be using this booklet at two upcoming meetings. One meeting will be at
an independent Baptist college. The other will be at a Bible conference in Mexico. I hope it will be used
by hundreds and even thousands of God’s people who need answers to this vitally important problem.
BFT #3384 www.BibleForToday.org ISBN #1-56848-062-8.
Available from Amazon by clicking HERE.
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This book, Fundamentalist Mis-Information on Bible Versions by Dr. D. A. Waite,
Th.D., Ph.D. is important because it is an answer to a book published by avowed
Fundamentalists with the enthusiastic support of Bob Jones University. That
book is called "From the Mind of God to the Mind of Man", written by graduates,
faculty members, Trustee Board members, Cooperating Board members, and
friends of Bob Jones University. Some of the extensive amount of MisInformation contained in "The Mind Of Man" has been answered in other books
Dr. Waite has written; but, it was coming from Neo-Evangelical and Liberal/
Modernistic sources, whereas the present study exposes and refutes MisInformation from those who call themselves Fundamentalists. B.F.T. #2974
for a gift of $15.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE
CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Fundamentalist Deception on Bible Preservation by Dr. D. A. Waite,
Th.D., Ph.D. is important because it is an answer to a second book published by
avowed Fundamentalists with the enthusiastic support of Bob Jones III, then
President of Bob Jones University (BJU). Sadly, BJU deception on Bible preservation has had a pervasive influence on Bible institutes, colleges, universities,
churches, and individuals both in the US and on many of the mission fields of
the world. This book seeks to combate and correct the mis-information promulgated by BJU's influence. B.F.T. #3234 for a gift of $15.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Bob Jones University’s Errors on Bible Preservation by Dr. D. A.
Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. is in response to a book, Bible Preservation and the Providence of God by Samuel Schnaiter and Ron Tagliapietra who are associated with
Bob Jones University (BJU) . Dr. Waite refutes their deceptions concerning true
Bible Preservation. He clearly points out that the authors associated with BJU do
not believe in preservation of the Words, but rather preservation of “ideas,
thoughts, concepts, message, truth, or teachings. This is serious error. Furthermore, the BFU men declare the original words to be “reliable,” but not inerrant.
Dr. Waite addresses many other statements that are deceptive in his book. BFT
#3259 for a gift of $8.00 + $5.00 S&H. Click HERE to order from Amazon.
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This book, A Critical Answer to Michael Sproul’s God’s Word Preserved by Dr.
D. A. Waite is an attempt to bring a partial answer and reply to a number of
errors and false statements in a book entitled "God's Word Preserved: A Defense of Historic Separatist Definitions and Beliefs." Dr. Waite defends the
preservation, inspiration, inerrancy, and infallibility of the Words of God as
promised in the Scripture, and teaches the true fundamentals about these issues. BFT #3308 for a gift of $15.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by
clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Defending The King James Bible by Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D
is now a classic. It has been printed ten times through two editions. It should
be in every library, school, seminary, and home. Dr. Waite's work answer's
two questions: (1) Which English Bible are we to read, study, memorize,
preach from, and use today? (2) Which English Bible can we hold in our hands
and say with great confidence, "These are the WORDS OF GOD in English"? He
examines the KING JAMES BIBLE, proving its superiority in four areas: (1) its
superior TEXTS; (2) its superior TRANSLATORS; (3) its superior TECHNIQUES;
and (4) its superior THEOLOGY. BFT #1594 for a gift of $20.00 + $5.00 S&H.
Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, The Heresies of Westcott and Hort by Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D.,
Ph.D., is now a classic. It reveals the unorthodox beliefs of Westcott and Hort
who are the men most responsible for the 'new' Greek text that underlies the
'new' bible versions. Their heterodoxy blinded their intellects, and prejudiced
them adversely and unfairly in their textual theories of the Greek New Testament. This book contains 125 direct quotations of Westcott and Hort from
1,291 pages as contained in five books by both men. BFT #595 for a gift of
$12.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON
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This book on First Timothy is from expository preaching sermons by Pastor D.
A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. It brings to the mind of readers two things: (1) the
meaning of the words in the verses and (2) the practical application of those
words to the lives of both saved and lost people. BFT #3085 for a gift of
$20.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book on Second Timothy is the eighth in a planned series of books based
on expository preaching from various books of the Bible. It is an attempt to
bring to the minds of the readers two things: (1) the meaning of the words in
the verses and (2) the practical application of those words to the hearts and
lives of Bible-believing Christians. BFT #3105 $20 + $5.00 S&H. Available on
Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Fuzzy Facts From Fundamentalists on Bible Versions by Pastor D.
A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. embraces a response to the various Fundamental institutions that share a denial that God promised and has fulfilled His promise to
preserve the Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek Words which were originially given
by verbal, plenary inspiration. The controversy was sparked by the publication of two books by Central Baptist Seminary, "The Bible Version Debate-The Perspective of Central Baptist Theological Seminary" and "One Bible
Only?--Examining Exclusive Claims for the King James Bible." Both of these
books attack the preservation of God's Words and Dr. Waite's book refutes
their claim. BFT #3064 $12+ $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking
HERE

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON
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There are numerous opinions in the literature concerning the meaning of “inspiration” of the Bible
such as “the partial view,” “the natural view,” “the neoorthodox view,” “the pagan view,” and many
others. The explanation of most of the various views is very troubling. Very few positions exalt
the true origin of the original Words of the Bible in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek. The positions fail
to correctly recognize that the process and the product of “inspiration” is a miracle “once delivered.” Dr. Williams’ work will help others to understand the meaning of the words associated with
“inspiration” in their Biblical context.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

· And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures, which are able to make thee wise
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus.”. 2 Timothy 3:15
· All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:” 2 Timothy 3:16
· For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost.” 2 Peter 1:21
· But there is a spirit in man: and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding. Great
men are not always wise: neither do the aged understand judgment.” Job 32:8-9
BFT #3392 $15 + $5 S&H www.BibleForToday.org Available on Amazon by clicking HERE

This book on Romans is from expository preaching sermons by Pastor D. A. Waite,
Th.D., Ph.D. It brings to the mind of readers two things: (1) the meaning of the
words in the verses and (2) the practical application of those words to the lives of
both saved and lost people. BFT #2906 for a gift of $38.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available
on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, The Oxford Debate on the Textual Criticism of the New Testament by Edward Miller is the record of a debate held at Oxford University in 1897 by noted
scholars of the day. Edward Miller was the assistant to Dean John William Burgon.
He printed the text of the debate with the approval of the participants. The debate
was about the two methods of textual criticism: (1) the method of Bishop B. F.
Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, and (2) the method of Dean John William Burgon. Dean
Burgon supported the Traditional Text and Westcott and Hort supported a text they
constructed from two old manuscripts. BFT #3397 for a gift of $10.00 + $5.00
S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON
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This book, Foes of the King James Bible Refuted by Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D.,
Ph.D. is important because it answers various arguments set forth by foes of
the King James Bible and its underlying Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Texts.
The arguments of the foes are not new. They have been around ever since the
days of Bishop Brooke Foss Westcott and Professor Fenton John Anthony and
their forerunners. Look at the principles discussed in this book, rather than at
the personalities involved. BFT #2777 for a gift of $15.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

In this book, Fundamentalist Distortions on Bible Versions, Dr. Waite clearly
outlines the mistakes seven fundamentalist schools are making in regard to 1.
a false view of the doctrine of Bible preservation as found in the Bible, 2. their
"ecumenical" and "pluralistic" approach to Bible versions. The Fundamental
schools reproved and rebuked in this work reject the evidence for 356 doctrinal
errors in the 'new' versions of the Bible and reject any one who uses ONLY the
King James Bible. BFT #2928 for a gift of $12.00 + $5.00 S&H. Available on
Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

THE REVISION REVISED AND OTHER BOOKS BY DEAN BURGON, EDWARD MILLER,
JACK MOORMAN AND MANY MORE AT THE DBS AND BFT WEBSITES

Any of the books by Dean John William Burgon, Edward Miller, his assistant and former student,
or Jack Moorman, etc., can be ordered from the Dean Burgon Society or Bible for Today or
purchased on Amazon by typing in the title. The Revision Revised BFT #611 $29.00 + $5 S&H.
This book is available through the Dean Burgon Society at a sale price until the hardbacks are
gone for $6.25. See page 2 of this edition. It is available on Amazon by clicking HERE.
www.DeanBurgonSociety.org
www.BibleForToday.org
CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON
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This book, Origin of the Critical Text by Dr. Williams, M.D., Ph.D. is a synopsis of the origin of the corrupted Critical Text (CT) that lies behind the modern versions of the Bible. The development of the text from "the beginning"
until modern times through significant pivotal points is examined. It is written so that the layman can understand the issues, but it will be a valuable
addition to the libraries of schools, pastors, teachers, and people in the
pews. This book is available through Bible For Today. BFT #3386 $16.00
Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, The Lie that Changed the Modern World by Dr. H. D. Williams,
M.D., Ph.D. is a detailed progressive account of important historical facts
that pertain to the preservation of the Words of God and those who would
corrupt them. The results of the corruption of Bible texts and manuscripts
and their influence on modern versions is examined. Furthermore, an analysis of the social effects on society, churches, and the individual are evaluated. This book is available through Bible For Today. BFT#3125 $25.00.
Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.
CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

Dr. D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D., said: There is a vital need for this book,
Word-For-Word Translating of the Received Texts, Verbal, Plenary Translating by Dr. H. D. Williams, M.D., Ph.D. to inform sincere Bible-believing
Christians about the proper techniques of translating the words of God
into the receptor languages of the world. No book like this one has ever
been written. It is a unique and much-needed book that emphasizes the
proper Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek texts to translate as well as the
method to be used. It can be used as a guide for proper translating. This
book is available through Bible For Today. Available on Amazon by BFT
#3302 $18.00 clicking HERE.
CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON
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This book, One Tittle Shall In No Wise Pass by Dr. Chester Kulus, Ph.D. is a thorough examination
and refutation of the false premise by many scholars that the vowels were not inspired or present in
the Hebrew text from the beginning. Every library, pastor, teacher, missionary, and evangelist should
have this VERY important work in his library. This book is available from Bible For Today. $30.00
Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Verbal Plenary Preservation by Rev. Dennis Kwok and the faculty of Far Eastern Bible
College is a course on the doctrine of the verbal (the words) plenary (all the words) preservation of
the Bible. It is a much need book because the battle for the Bible is intense in these last days. The
course is needed to help individuals understand the issues and to grow in the knowledge of the preservation of the Bible, the inspiration of the Bible, and proper translation of the Bible. It is a course
taught at Truth Bible-Presbyterian Church in Singapore by its Pastor and the faculty of Far Eastern
Bible College. This book is available from Bible For Today. BFT#3376 $15.00 Available on Amazon by clicking HERE.

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

CLICK HERE TO
ORDER THE BOOK
FROM AMAZON

This book, Wycliffe Controversies, is by Dr. H. D. Williams, M.D., Ph.D. Dr. John de Wycliffe
(1324?-1384) is an important person in the history of the Bible and Bible translating and many question surround his work. Are the Wycliffe Bible versions based upon Old Latin Texts close to the Received Text or are they closer to Alexandrian Texts that influenced Jerome's Latin Vulgate? In addition, many other questions have been raised in the literature such as who were Wycliffe's close associates that participated in the work; where and when did the Lollards that were associated with him
originate; and many other controversies. Modern scholars have called into question Wycliffe's participation in translating and whether he translated any of the Wycliffe Bible. Was his curate or secretary,
John Purvey, a Lollard as well as a writer of the prologue and a translator and of the Late Version of
the Wycliffe Bible? This work is an attempt to bring attention to the questions and contradictions in
the literature. This book does not solve all the problems and questions. It is an endeavor to itemize the
controversies and suggest some answers. Dr. Williams' work will present the significant conflicts in
current and past literature in one place so that researchers and interested students will have a starting
point. This book is available from Bible For Today. BFT#3363 $20.00 Available on Amazon by
clicking HERE.

Dr. Moorman’s new book, Missing in Modern Bibles, The Old Heresy Revived, has already had a
significant impact. News has come our way relating that individuals have stopped using modern
English versions and have returned to the King James Bible after reading Dr. Moorman’s
book. This book is a wonderful tool that can be used to show others how much of God’s Word is
actually missing in the modern Bibles; from words, to whole verses, to entire passages. It also
soundly refutes the common arguments made against the King James Bible and, for the more
knowledgeable reader, gives a concise summary of the textual issue. Don’t miss it. BFT#3426
$14.00 This book may be ordered from Amazon.com (click HERE) or from Bible For Today
Ministries (click HERE).
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The Comparative Readability of the Authorized Version
A Readability Analysis of Seven Bible Versions:
KJB, ASV, RSV, NASV, NIV, NKJV, & NRSV
By D. A. Waite, Jr., B.A., M.A., M.L.A.
This is a computer analysis of these seven Bible versions in order to arrive at their various readability values. The standards of readability are the same as are used to analyze current secular materials of any
kind. The four computer-program standards are as follows: (1) the 1990 Grammatik 4.0 (G4); (2) the 1992
Grammatik 5.0 (G5); (3) the 1992 Word for Windows 2.0 (WW2); and (4) the 1994 Word for Windows 6.0
(WW6). The computer results show the grade-level of readability for these seven Bible versions based on
word length, sentence length and other key factors. It puts the lie to those who put the King James Bible’s
th
readability at a10th or even a 12th grade level. In fact, it is often the lowest grade level (between 5

and 6th)

(BFT #2671 @ $8.00 + $5.00 S&H)

This book, God Keeps His Word, A Study of God’s Preservation of His Words to Humanity, by Dr. Edward
DeWitt has just come available. The book is a 500 page book documenting the preservation of God’s
Words by short essays that Dr. DeWitt accumulated over a lifetime of study and exaltation of God’s Words.
If you have read anything by Dr. DeWitt, you will be immediately struck by his wit and insight. At present,
the book is available only through the DBS or BFT. Click HERE to order.

CLEANING-UP HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
A Refutation of Gail Riplinger's Hazardous Materials
By Dr. Kirk DiVietro
The Need For This Clean-Up

Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D., President of the DBS said:
“Why I urge you to read Dr. DiVietro’s book.

Order by PHONE:
1-800-JOHN 10:9
Order by FAX:
1-856-854-2464
Order by MAIL:
Dean Burgon Society or Bible For Today
c/o 900 Park Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108

● Because of the False View of Inspiration. Mrs. Riplinger has a completely distorted view of Biblical
inspiration. 2 Tim 3:16 refers to the way the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words were produced. It was
by the process of God’s “breathing out” (THEOPNEUSTOS) of those Words.
● Because of the False View of the King James Bible. Mrs. Riplinger has a completely distorted
view of the King James Bible. She believes the King James Bible was given by God Himself rather than its
being the only faithful, true, and accurate English translation made by a group of men--scholarly and equipped,
but still just men.
● Because of the False View of Lexicons and Textual Aids. Mrs. Riplinger has a completely distorted view of the purpose and usefulness of sound lexicons and textual aids for Pastors and others in their
study of the Bible. The measure of a useful lexical aid is not the extent to which the author’s doctrine or lifestyle
agrees with her own, but the extent to which the volume produces honest and helpful meanings and uses of the
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words underlying the King James Bible. The focus must be on the results produced, rather than the personal faults or traits of those who have produced it.
 Because of the Correcting of Pastors and Other Leaders. Mrs. Riplinger, throughout this and
other of her books, demeans and challenges various Pastors and other Bible-believing church leaders. Even
though she might disagree, it is out of place and unbiblical for a woman to rebuke men.”

BFT #3457 One for $25.00 + $8 S&P; Two at $23 each or $46 + $10 S&H; Five at $20 each or
$100 + $15 S&P. Click

here

to order from Amazon.

The first edition of Cleaning-up Hazardous Materials was released before final editing and proofing were
accomplished secondary to ministry needs. As a result, the final edition was just completed and just
released. The first edition may be purchased from Bible For Today or The Dean Burgon Society at a
reduced price of $18.00 until they are gone.
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This book, Jesus is God, by Dennis Helton documents the Scriptural passages that affirm Jesus is
God. Any person desiring all the passages in one place will benefit from this study. It is a valuable
reference for pastors, teachers, evangelists, missionaries, and laymen. Any parent would benefit
greatly by teaching their children the truth concerning the second person of the Trinity, The Lord
Jesus Christ. Click HERE to order from Amazon. Click HERE to order from Bible For Today.
The book is $10.00 on Amazon.
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A New Book: “Who Is Gail Riplinger?”
By Mrs. Aletheia O'Brien-A Warning For God's Sheep
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Bible For Today
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The Reason For This Book. This book is the result of four years of research into the life and
writings of Gail Riplinger.
The Goal of This Book. The goal of this book is to discourage Gail Riplinger's multitudes of followers from any longer following her because of her many, many lies, untruths, and distortions of
the facts. This lady has researched the subject thoroughly as shown by her 264 footnotes of documentation.
The Name of This Book. By the title of the book, “WHO IS GAIL RIPLINGER?--A WARNING
FOR GODS SHEEP," you can tell what it includes. It is aimed at "GODS SHEEP" who have,
like sheep, followed this woman teacher of men which is contrary to the Bible. Her lies are documented clearly so that the "sheep" who follow her blindly will be able to wake up and begin thinking for themselves once again.
The Usefulness of This Book. It is a book you can read easily. It will save the reader hundreds of
hours of seeking to find out these serious untruths Mrs. Riplinger has been telling her audiences
for many years.
Getting A Copy of This Book. You can request a free PDF copy or a 134-page printed book by
writing Dr. D. A. Waite (BFT@BibleForToday.org) with your e-mail address, or you can order it
as below, BFT #3477 @ $7.00 + $4.00 S&H. One for $7.00 + $4 S&P; Two at $6 each or $12 +
$5 S&P; Five at $5 each or $25 + $8 S&P.

